
Discover the 16 Decisions & 86 Tools Every
B2B Marketer Must Know!
Are you struggling to maximize your marketing efforts in the B2B space? Look no
further! In this comprehensive guide, we will unveil the 16 essential decisions and
86 powerful tools that can supercharge your B2B marketing strategy. From lead
generation to customer retention, this article will equip you with the knowledge
and resources needed to stand out from your competitors and drive impactful
results for your business.

Decision 1: Define Your Target Audience

Before diving into any marketing campaign, it is crucial to define your target
audience. Understanding who your ideal customers are will help you tailor your
messaging, identify communication channels, and build effective strategies to
reach and engage them. Conduct market research, analyze customer data, and
create buyer personas to get a clear picture of who you are targeting.

Decision 2: Set Measurable Goals

Goal-setting allows you to align your marketing efforts with your business
objectives. Whether it's increasing brand awareness, generating leads, or
boosting sales, clearly defined goals provide direction and enable you to measure
success. Align your goals with specific metrics such as website traffic, conversion
rates, or customer acquisition cost to track your progress accurately.
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Decision 3: Craft Compelling Content

Content is king, especially in B2B marketing. Create high-quality, informative, and
engaging content that resonates with your target audience. This could include
insightful blog posts, whitepapers, case studies, videos, or webinars. Remember
to optimize your content with relevant long descriptive keywords to improve
search engine visibility and increase organic traffic.

Decision 4: Leverage Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Implementing effective SEO strategies can significantly enhance your online
presence and generate organic traffic. Conduct thorough keyword research,
optimize your website structure, meta tags, and URLs, and build high-quality
backlinks to improve your search engine rankings. Consider investing in SEO
tools such as Moz, SEMrush, or Ahrefs to streamline your optimization efforts.

Decision 5: Embrace Social Media Marketing

Social media platforms are invaluable channels for B2B marketers to reach their
target audience. Identify the social media platforms most frequented by your
target market and develop a robust social media strategy. Create engaging
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content, participate in relevant industry discussions, utilize social media
advertising, and analyze data to refine your approach.

Decision 6: Implement Account-Based Marketing

Account-based marketing (ABM) is a highly effective strategy for B2B marketers.
Instead of targeting a large audience, ABM focuses on specific accounts or
companies. Personalize marketing messages, tailor content, and adopt a
targeted approach based on the needs and challenges of your key accounts.
Utilize tools like Terminus and Engagio to track engagement and measure the
success of your ABM campaigns.

Decision 7: Invest in Marketing Automation

Streamline and optimize your marketing activities by investing in marketing
automation tools. Automate repetitive tasks, nurture leads at scale, and manage
your campaigns more efficiently. Tools like HubSpot, Marketo, or Pardot enable
you to create personalized workflows, track customer interactions, and measure
the effectiveness of your marketing efforts.

Decision 8: Utilize Email Marketing

Email marketing remains one of the most effective channels to engage B2B
prospects and nurture leads. Craft compelling email campaigns, segment your
audience based on their interests and behaviors, and deliver targeted content at
different stages of the buyer's journey. Track open rates, click-through rates, and
conversions to refine your email marketing strategy and maximize results.

Decision 9: Harness the Power of Influencer Marketing

Influencer marketing is gaining traction in the B2B space. Identify industry
influencers, thought leaders, and experts who can endorse your brand and
generate awareness among your target audience. Collaborate with them on



content creation, have them as guest speakers at industry events, or leverage
their networks to expand your reach.

Decision 10: Engage in Thought Leadership

Become a trusted resource in your industry by sharing valuable insights and
expertise. Engage in thought leadership activities such as publishing research
reports, writing guest blog posts, speaking at conferences, or hosting webinars.
Position yourself as an authority, and you will attract leads and build credibility for
your brand.

Decision 11: Invest in Video Marketing

Video content is becoming increasingly popular in the B2B realm. Create
compelling videos that educate, entertain, or showcase your products and
services. Leverage platforms like YouTube, LinkedIn Video, or Vimeo to reach
your target audience effectively. Use descriptive long tail keywords for alt
attributes to optimize your videos for search engines.

Decision 12: Develop a Strong Sales and Marketing Alignment

Aligning your sales and marketing teams is critical for B2B success. Foster
collaboration, establish shared goals, and create effective feedback loops.
Encourage regular communication, provide joint training opportunities, and
leverage technology platforms like Salesforce or HubSpot CRM to facilitate
smooth collaboration between the two functions.

Decision 13: Monitor and Measure Performance

Regularly monitor and measure the performance of your marketing campaigns.
Leverage analytics tools like Google Analytics or Adobe Analytics to track website
metrics, user behavior, and conversion rates. Analyze the data to identify areas



for improvement, optimize your strategies, and make data-driven decisions to
drive better results.

Decision 14: Embrace Account-Based Analytics

Account-based analytics allows you to measure and analyze the impact of your
marketing efforts on individual accounts or target industries. Tools like
Demandbase, Terminus, or RollWorks provide insights into engagement levels,
ROI, and customer acquisition costs associated with specific accounts. Leverage
this data to fine-tune your marketing tactics and drive higher conversions.

Decision 15: Implement Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

CRM tools are essential for managing and nurturing customer relationships.
Invest in a CRM platform like Salesforce, Zoho CRM, or Microsoft Dynamics to
track customer interactions, personalize communication, and improve the overall
customer experience. Integrate your CRM with your marketing automation tools
for a seamless lead management process.

Decision 16: Continuously Innovate and Adapt

B2B marketing is an ever-evolving landscape, and it is vital to stay ahead of the
curve. Keep up with industry trends, embrace new technologies, and continuously
experiment with different strategies and tools. Monitor the competitive landscape,
learn from your successes and failures, and adapt your approach accordingly to
ensure continued growth.

B2B marketing offers endless opportunities for businesses to connect with their
target audience and drive growth. By making informed decisions and utilizing the
right tools, you can unlock the power of B2B marketing and achieve remarkable
results. From defining your target audience to harnessing the potential of
influencer marketing, each decision plays a crucial role in your overall strategy.



As you embrace these decisions and explore the 86 tools we have discussed,
remember that no single approach fits all businesses. Experiment, tweak, and
refine your strategies to find what works best for your unique business objectives
and target market.

So, embark on your B2B marketing journey and be prepared to witness your
business soar to new heights!
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About This Book
How do you analyze a B-to-B company ecosystem and select a business model?
How do you initiate and manage R&D with the product portfolio? How do you
design a distribution network? How do you choose the media to enhance
customers’ experience and support the sales staff?
B-to-B marketing managers face specific decisions that have a major impact, as
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B-to-B (business-to-business) worldwide revenue is much larger than that of B-to-
C (business-to-consumer).

This book is a toolkit dedicated to marketing managers and students who want to
join this community. It details 16 strategic and operational decisions and proposes
86 tools to guide decision-making. Example tools include the Role Map of
Business Field Actors, the Purchase Process Model, the Ideation Sources and
Impacts, the Offerings Cube, the Product and Service Specification Table, the
Priority Pricing Method, the Dealer Category Matrix, the CRM Content and Use
Map, and the Customer Facing Triangle Method. Based on the experience of over
150 managers, this book also includes the most popular tools identified in the
academic literature, such as the IMP, ARA, Ansoff, Porter, BCG, and ADL analysis
models. This book offers a thorough means to evaluate a company’s B-to-B
marketing approach and helps to select tools to make practical decisions.

This book will be regularly updated with new tools. We are pleased to invite you
to become a contributor; you can reach the author and make suggestions for
future improvements based on your experience (marc.divine@a2z-
innovation.com).
About Marc Diviné
Marc Diviné is the founder of A2Z-Innovation, a consulting and training company
established in 2009 that specializes in B-to-B strategic development and sales
revenue growth. He has held multiple executive positions in multinational SBF
120 companies in charge of business lines, operational marketing, and business
development. Marc is an inventor and holds patents in the United States and
Europe (five total). He has developed numerous strategies for new products and
product specifications. He has also managed worldwide launch and customer
relationship operations.



Marc Diviné was an Associate Professor of B2B Marketing and Management of
Innovation at Paris University of Sorbonne. He teaches at Universities of Paris
Sorbonne, Orsay at Saclay, Dauphine, Hanoï and Ho Chi Minh in Vietnam, and
Hich Schools Ecole Centrale Paris, EPF, and Business School Neoma Rouen.
His audience includes engineering or business students and business marketing
managers. He earned his Ph.D. in engineering at ECP and MBA at HEC
Business School, and holds a master’s degree in e-Learning. Marc has authored
graduate textbooks, published articles in academic journals, and presented at
professional symposia on innovation, B-to-B Marketing, and virtual management.
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